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Dr Haddad speaking:


Thank you to teachers and SVVSD community- improved graduation rate from 70s to 90s %


We hear hopes for improved equity across the board- however, often the budgets don’t align to 
allow for eliminating the gaps. SVVSD has improved budget to advance equity in our district. 
We are seeing the results in SVVSD. 


Ready to launch 4th P-Tech program, adding business program at Longmont HS. (Associate 
degrees available at no cost to students)


60 schools - 59/60 were rated in top 2 accreditation rating offered by state


I Ready mid year K-8: (50% at mid point is on target, anything over 50% means students are 
growing more than 1 year at a time)  Last year Reading 70% this year 79% mid year for reading 
this year. Math 58% this year- consistent with where we were at last year. Students are 
achieving at higher levels than expected. 


Close to 900+ AP examinations offered. Close to 5000 AP exams, grown from previous years 
at only 300 tests.


SVVSD - district of distinction award recently received. 


Challenges around growth. We continue to grow. Most other districts losing students. 

2024 putting on ballot Bond initiative. Aiming for no tax rate increase.

Purchased a piece of land in Frederic that will house a new HS. 


SVVSD magazine being mailed out soon with important updates and information. 
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Jenny Pettit (K-12 Social Studies Coordinator):  
Current Middle School adoption: 2 year process, we are in 1st year. Reviewing resources and 
programs - to choose what aligns most with CO state standards and supportive to all students. 
Looking at varying digital resources to use with this.  Digital resources updated frequently to 
keep up with current events in the world.


Jenny Seiler (Secondary Language Arts Coordinator) 
In 2nd year of implementation. Adopted 2 digital resources writable - supports instruction in 
writing. Benefits: teacher, student, peer feedback loop. Receiving anonymous feedback from 
peers as well as digital conferencing between teacher/students in real time. Allows for audio 
and video as well. Common Lit. Comprehensive database- provides literary text for students. 
Updated frequently. Students can annotate the text. Text translations. Supporting literacy at 
secondary level: encouraging kids to read, book clubs/social aspects. SORA. Digital reading 
app. Access through class link. Digital library 


Karen Smith- Elementary LA Coordinator: 
Currently in Pilot year for core curriculum adoption. Have selected and landed on program. 
Have selected teachers from each school and across grade levels. Teachers are implementing 
the program that will become fully implemented in August. Allows for conversations about best 
strategies for implementation. Ready Gen is core curriculum. Using previous addition and 
moving into new edition. Signs of reading. Ensuring our pogroming aligns with how students 
learn. Fundations is core phonics program. Improving student word recognition. Fundations will 
continue to be core program for phonics. Reading writing speaking listening- teachers certified 
with evidence based practices of how students learn. Digital component- K-3, teachers 
integrating Ready Gen and Fundations into Seesaw. Student access to digital text. Audio 
support for students who need. Schoology another platform used 4-5. Supporting literacy at 
home: create a culture of reading. Reading to our students - opportunity to hear what fluent, 
fluid reading sounds like. Reading WITH our students at home. Helping them have 
conversations about what they’re reading and processing their reading. Serves oral language 
component and building vocabulary. Tips: move beyond just summary of what you just read. 
How are you reacting? What surprised you? What was your favorite part? Favorite character? 
Another tip: We have a natural inclination to help our kids when they have trouble. Help our 
kids through the struggle. I bet if you sound it out and ‘chunk it’ we can decode it or you can 
decode it on your own. Allows kids to own word recognition on their own. 







Greg George: Math coordinator 

Mike O’Toole: Science Coordinator 

Science: Changes in state standards. Relevant connections: phenomenon strategy. New units: 
Rocket Sled. Concepts delivered in concepts to relate in their own lives. Previous learning: not 
much critical thinking. Now students asked to plan experiments rather than following a recipe. 
Students are asked to read, write and engage in science. Creates active learners. 


Math: CO academic standards promote balance to delivery of math. Conceptual 
understanding as well as procedural fluency as well as application for math in the real world. 
Encouraging students to persevere and explain their thinking and reasoning. Balanced with 
foundational skills of number sense and computation. Memory and automaticity are still 
needed for fluidity. What has changed most is addition of more conceptual methods as well as 
procedural math. 


Technology in Science: Ipads- allows students to demonstrate and understand. Use camera 
to preserve and review experiments. Digital pro- ware. Record data, analyze data. 


Technology in Math: iPads, elementary level: virtual/digital manipulative. Secondary level : 
providing robust graphical calculator for each students. Desmos App. Access to EVERY 
student. Digital instructional materials: offer concept explanation videos for parents, teachers, 
and students. Allows for best support of students. Great “on demand” feedback to help tutor 
students in real time.  Still key that students are able to express mathematical understanding 
on paper. 


Adoption cycle in Science: Middle School- change to phenomenon. “What did you ask 
about” Creating active learners.  Elementary school - value hands on science opportunities, in 
ways to take and enhance literacy pieces and connecting these two learning areas. 


Adoption cycle Math: Updating and refreshing mathematics materials. Every student has a 
print consumable book. We are in the process of looking at new HS materials. Elementary 
review process begins next year. 







Jennifer McCarty 


Eric Pierce: 


Gina Lacy - IT director


Casey Luker


Jason Kelsall


Rachel Ayers


E- Learning: Rachel Ayers: 


Digital learning platform with certified teachers on individual learning platform. Helping 
students who need a 2nd chance to get to graduation requirements.

Senior and Freshman specific programs 

Unit recovery model in Math and English- allowing struggling students to get chance to recover 
those credits. 


Casey: Blended 


Jason: What’s coming up/big picture

Agile- Advanced Global Learning Environments. Digital environments for teachers and students 
to come together. Robust catalog of courses through synchronous and asynchronous learning. 
This will maximize instructional minutes. 


Remote option: launch ed academy. WebEx rooms allowing students from other schools to 
work together. 


Technology Link on EVERY school’s website. 


